
Aine Brennan Campbell
Journalist
(Henchman)
Keywords: Calms everyone right down, loves a good story,

quick, seeks collec�ve solu�ons,material girl.

Unprofessional rela�ons with: Xiu.

Aine is born and raised in Belfast, North Ireland, and on the one hand she has an impressive wit and a
strong will, but on the other hand lacks independence. She is more of a team player than a leader, and is
actually pre�y social. She has been able to master basically anything she has thrown herself at, but it has
never been par�cularly important to her, exactly what it was, as long as it includes challenges and great
company. It therefore made sense to become a journalist, with an exper�se area of “whatever”, and the
opportunity to give the ar�cles just the right spin. Aine has worked for numerous publica�ons, o�en as a
freelancer. When she said yes to a ludicrous task, where her editor-in-chief joked that there probably was a
conspiracy behind it all, well, it turned out to be actually true.

Aine has delivered results, and had plenty of challenge within the Organiza�on, while she has also had the
opportunity to travel the world, and meet new people. The colleagues always have an interes�ng story to
tell, and the job entails lots of stories to be spun, angled, buried on 4chan, or off-hand men�oned in an
obscure podcast. Aine is actually looking forward to finding out what the meaning of it all is, and what the
story behind the conspiracy actually is, and most of all, what the Organiza�on’s grand scheme entails.

In the mean�me Aine has enjoyed that her news cycle runs a bit faster than anyone else on the globe, and
that it’s the real news. SHE knows that Buzz Aldrin is ge�ng paid (VERY well paid) by Games Workshop.
That she can’t tell this to anyone doesn’t really bother her, as long as she gets to experience the stories
first-hand.

Aine’s closest superior is Wang Xiu, who has a past as a chinese official. They have a good �me with each
other, and happened to go to Disneyland Paris one day, all expenses paid through the Organiza�on credit
card. Whoops. It was, however, extremely fun, so going forward they have covered each others’ backs
doing various purchases (Such as high fashion, belgian chocolate, a Tesla, and a luxury condo in Belgrade
near Tupac’s), all paid by the Organiza�on. Obviously this is bad and embarrasing, but Aine really needed
some new jewelry.

Pet peeves: An assignment without a story to talk about in the canteen a�erwards, and assignments

without any handling of the media.

Hates: Aine thinks the Manager Oliver Walker Kiro is a douchebag. The man is a huge nerd, arrogant, and

only cares about computer stuff. He is also cocky in a way that reminds Aine of herself.



Chandler Balwan Maroof
Elite Soldier
(Henchman)
Keywords: Compe��ve, heart of gold, thrill-seeker,

professional, gastronomé, prac�cal

Unprofessional rela�ons with: Isabella

A�er he jouined the Organiza�on, it struck Chandler that even though his primary ambi�on was the power
to do good, it was incredibly neat to be able to sleep for an hour more each morning, and have a more
relaxed rela�onship to colleagues and bosses. That la�er part perhaps got a bit too relaxed, but that’s just
how things go some�mes.

In his service in the Indian military, Chandler was part of the elite unit Ghatak Platoon, where he was part
of an “encounter” between Indian and Chinese soldiers in the Himalayas, which officially never happened.
He has trained at the High Al�tude Warfare School, and has taught at the Counter-Insurgency and Jungle
Warfare School both in India. Needless to say, there weren’t many places le� to find new challenges, so he
seized the opportunity when he got abn offer to solve problems for the Organiza�on. It has been very
exci�ng (with a few issues), and it has given Chandler what he loves the most, which is new challenges. He is
a though�ul and intelligent man, good at thinking on his feet, and finding a good solu�on in the field.

Chandler has experienced wild adventures beyond all imagina�on. He has become part of an interna�onal
team, where he gets to travel and indulge his thrill-seeking side, and gets very well compensated for his
confiden�ality. He is much less proud of his reac�on, when one of the bosses hit on him. The problem was
that Isabella is a very angry, and very beau�ful columbian, and he had just shot a greenhouse full of orchids
to pieces while suspended from a helicopter, so he was already high on adrenaline. He could nothing but
accept, and tear the clothes off his boss. Since then they have carried on their covert encounters, where he
has cooked, she has brought excellent South American wine, and they have had a lot of sex. Not par�cularly
professional (par�cularly since it mostly happened during working hours), but hey, what can you do...

Chandler is a workhorse, and a fine one at that, because he loves the job, and is completely loyal to the
Organiza�on. Plus, a�er many years of military service, one grows to appreciate a breakfast which is
precisely a�er your specifica�ons, and a relaxing round of bowling a�er a hard day’s work.

Pet Peeves: Problems with gear in connec�on to a mission, assignments without ac�on, and administra�ve
bullshit.

Hates: Chandler thinks the manager James Belanger is an idiot. He is much too focused on complete control,
and doesn’t understand that some�mes you have to improvise a solu�on in the field. Typical lawyer.



Albert d’Armilly
Opera�ons Manager
(Henchman)

Keywords: Chill charisma, happy, extroverted, yuppie,

partyboy, ‘growth mindset’, big picture.

Uprofessionelt forhold med: Oliver

Albert is a relaxed, and well-dressed frenchman of french and algerian/berber descent, from Lyon.
Originally educated in HR and Marke�ng, he quickly got a career as an external consultant for a number of
different companies. He has has a broad por�oile with companies in Singapore, Cape Town, and a number
of other loca�ons. One day he requested new opportuni�es on LinkedIn, and jokingly wrote that he
wouldn’t mind working for a global conspiracy, if the opportunity presented itself. Due to an error in
LinkedIn’s algorithm, his resumé was sent to the Organiza�on, where they noted that he was just the man
they needed to make sure guidelines were also followed in the field. So, Albert was awoken in the middle of
the night, when someone knocked on the door, and offered him a job in the Organiza�on. Albert said yes
immediately, and a moment later he got aboard the soundless black helicopter, which had landed on his
apartment complex, and was shipped off to his first assignment in Mexico.

Alber loves his job, and is very enthus�as�c about finding new solu�ons, while ensuring that top-down
strategies are followed in the field. Generally most would say Albert is a li�le too fond of... Everything, if he
didn’t have a very calm way of being friendly to everyone else. Albert doesn’t know what the point of the
Organiza�on actually is, but he also doesn’t worry much about it. He is an op�mist, and figures everything is
probably under control. He also enjoys staying mo�vated by endlessly complaining with the others in the
canteen a�er work.

Somewhere along the way Albert let his enthusiasm run away with him, and went out for a night on the
town in Mumbai with one his bosses, Oliver Walker Kiro. Since then they have been out and sampled
Singapore’s, Cario’s, Boston’s and Glasgow’s nightlife from dusk �ll dawn, dancing and having fun, with fun
being a large amounts of pills, white powder, smoke and coloured drinks. Of course they haven’t told anyone
how poten�ally compromising they’ve been. Albert has learnt how expensive it is too clean the smell of
weed from a suit. Going out with Oliver was, however, fun as hell.

Pet peeves: Lack of guidelines, assignments that are too loose, and assignments without any administra�on.

Hates: Albert thinks the manager Isabella Bárbara Giraldo is a clown. She is much too focused on

improvising and lies, instead of s�cking to the script and properly planning.



Viktoria Abramowicz
Infiltrator
(Henchman)
Keywords: Dynamic, adrenaline junkie, ruthless,

team player,Loyal .

Unprofessional rela�ons with: James.

Viktoria is originally from Vladivostok near the Pacific, where she used to work in banking, un�l she used
her knowledge for a mo�vated and dynamic career change to professional cat burglar. This went great, un�l
she was caught in Tokyo with a large quan�ty of rubies which she couldn’t account for.

There Viktoria was, considering another change in career, when a canadian lawyer suddenly appeared and
offered to get her free. He explained that she was now a part of the Organiza�on, which could u�lize her
abili�es. Viktoria immediately recognized an offer she couldn’t refuse. When she accepted, he switched to
fluent japanese, and got her released in about 5 minutes. She has regret nothing. The work is exci�ng and
varied, people s�ck to their agreements, the pay is good, and the benefits are NICE.

Viktoria abhors any kind of violence, but apart from that she is quite a ruthless adrenaline junkie. Few
experiences can match the rush of breaking into NASA, Kellogs’ and IMF without anyone discovering you.
Viktoria has also discovered that the Organiza�on has given her something quite new: A future, and a
meaning with her existence. There are exci�ng tasks, intense planning, and the feeling of being part of
something bigger. Viktoria used to never think about tomorrow, but today she has something great to get
her out of bed.

That feeling of community is new to her, but it also makes her happy, even if it’s just having lunch with
someone in the canteen. The Organiza�on has made her realize that she is pre�y social, to her own
surprise. Somewhere along the way James, the lawyer, asked for her help to “borrow” art from the
Organiza�on to his private home. As compensa�on he has covered for her, when she has “found” strange
collec�bles to bring home, such as an unused 6.5mm Carcano Rifle, seemingly owned by Lee Harvey
Oswald. She thinks James is cool. It is wonderful when someone cares about the details.

Pet peeves: Lack of discre�on during an assignment, boring tasks without ac�on.

Hates: Viktoria thinks the manager Georgina Shahidi Pao is a massive idiot. Georgia focuses way too much

on was�ng �me on lame symbolism, and cares nothing about subtlety.



Fazeela Elhillo Wilson
Financial Analyst
(Henchman)

Keywords: Cheerful, construc�ve, no fucks, improvising,

lazy, you could have a beer with her if she drank alcohol.

Unprofessional rela�ons with: Georgina.

Fazeela is originally from Sudan, and educated at the University of Khartoum. She did well for herself, was
headhunted and living in Portland for three years. Hun was married within the year, chose to keep the
surname a�er the divorce, and moved to Melbourne, Australia, where she lives most of the �me. She just
turned 30, and views everything like a big joke. Capitalism pre�y much has heart a�ack every 20-30 years,
so most of life is basically for the fun of it. It can, however, be very funny. Fazeelas genious ability to predict
markets, was coincidentally discovered by a psychologist, who was infiultra�ng Fazeelas company. On her
way out the door, she asked Fazeela, if she wanted to work for a globe-spanning conspiracy. Fazeela laughed
aloud, and jokingly answered “sure”

A�er she has begun working for the Organiza�on, Fazeela is star�ng to understand why things are as they
are. She has ended up concluding that there is a lot to learn, and every �me she thought she knew
everything, something new and exci�ng shook things up. Fazeela is very curious to figure out, who actually
runs the Organiza�on, and what the point of it all is. She hopes it’s funny.

Despite how lightly Fazeela takes everything, she loves her work at the Organiza�on. Even though they at
�mes do some very weird and uncomfortable things, they do actually improve the world a lot more than
what others have going on. There is something fun and rewarding in sharing the truth online, so people can
laugh at it, and Fazeela gets the joy of making a posi�ve change for other people, when she manipulates the
financial markets. She is a cheerful and construc�ve type, who is always ready to find a good solu�on, and
make partnerships work.

Somewhere along the way Fazeela got a bit stressed at work, so at Georgina’s ini�a�ve they have started
having some more mee�ngs, where they watch Ne�lix, eat cake, and take a nap during working hours.

Pet peeves: No leeway in finding an innova�ve solu�on to a mission, and assignments without financial
oversight.

Hates: Fazeela thinks the manager Wang Xiu is a crypto-fascist snob. She is an insufferable know-it-all, and
cares too much about states, and too li�le about markets.



Isabella Bárbara Giraldo
Head of Communica�ons

(Manager)

When not amanager in the Organiza�on, Isabella gets joy from doing some good for animals and the

environment, relaxes with a good book, and keeps a sort of loosew atch on social media. Then she can

recharge her ba�eriies for work, where she enjoys the kick of making split-second decisions, and

maintaining the greatest lie in the world. Just endless lies, every single day. That sparks joy.

She is originally from Columbia, where she worked as a speech-writer, and expert in media and crisis

management. She then worked in Argen�na and Mexico, before she was recruited by the Organiza�on for

about 15 yars ago. Some philosophers speak of the love of Truth. Isabella loves nothing more than The Lie,

and the constant balance of having a network of lies to manage. She is 100% addicted to the adrenaline of

her job, and even though she is usually relaxed and agreeable, she has a fiery temper.

She just loooooves lying. That is why she “had” to pretend to be her own dead boss. She just found her

leader, she assumes one of the founders of the organisa�on, dead one day, and started pretending to be

that Head. It seemed like aliens were important to the Head, so that’s the basis of this new and exci�ng lie.

If nothing else, under her supervision the Organiza�on is now a lot more environemntally friendly.

Isabella has no idea if aliens actually insist, and she also doesn’t give a shit. As long as she can lie about the

existence or non-existence, then she’s happy. Isabella felt the need for a li�le more spice in her private life,

so she started having some extended mee�ngs with the elite soldier Chandler, where she brought South

American wine, he made some delicious Indian food, and they had a lot of sex. Isabella realizes this is,

technically speaking, wildly unprofessional, but she enjoys their �me together, and then she gets the

opportunity for even more lying, so it all works out in the end.

Objec�ve as Head: It’s all about Aliens

□ Aliens must be blamed

□ There must be a coverup aver�ng blame from the Aliens.

□ References to the X-Files, or the movie E.T.

Keywords: Lots of anger, environmentally
conscious, passionate, lives on the edge, loves
lying, politically conscious.
Unprofessional relations with: Chandler.



James Belanger
Lawyer

(Manager)

James doesn’t actually know what the plan is for the conspiracies and lies of the Organiza�on, but he does
know what the point is: Things need to be managed. Both in a general sense, but par�cularly in his personal
life. Belanger won his first victory in the Canadian supreme court at a very young age, and immediately
became a hot-shot in the interna�onal courts. He was infamous among Canadian lawyers for having no care
about the client. He just wanted control, and being right. This led to him rejec�ng people out-of-hand, if
they didn’t have a case. This just made him an even more a�rac�ve lawyer.

During all these lawsuits, Belanger started no�cing more and more things that didn’t make sense. Even
when he accounted for the idiocy of most people, things just didn’t make sense. There had to be some
underlying agenda. That turned out to be the Organiza�on, which promptly recruited him. James was great
at his work, most of all because he truly savoured the feeling of everything being properly managed. He
loves power, and the feeling of absolute control, and the Organiza�on gives him loads of both. James is
fundamentally a cau�ous and friendly man (especially when he gets his way), but does his best to hide any
“so�” sides to his character.

As a laywer, James has seen plenty of examples of disregula�on leading to chaos, which in turn creates
suffering. So when James realized that has boss was dead, he obviously took on the part of the boss. He has
cul�vated his interest for art by “borrowing” and “acquiring” numerous art pieces, which were just lying in
the basements of the Organiza�on without doing any good.

Shortly before, James had recruited a very talented cat burglar, Viktoria Abramowicz, who sat in a Japanese
prison with an unmanaged life. James decided to help her out, in part because he could show off that he is
fluent in Japanese. Since then she has helped him acquire wonderful art for his bedroom, and in return has
go�e´n some oddi�es that she wanted to own. She is talented and efficient, så James and her help each
other with “unlicensed borrowings”, and covers for each other, even though they are of course completely
loyal to the Organisa�on.

Goal as a Head: Control through intermediators

□ A meaningless intermediator must be included in a given opera�on

□ Unneccessary coopera�on between two or more organiza�ons must be included in the
assignment

□ There must be an ARMY of lawyers in the assignment! Armed to the teeth with
paragraphs and protests

Keywords: Control freak, proper, by-the-book,
show-off, intelligent, loves art, arrogant, big picture,
little empathy.
Unprofessional relations with: Viktoria



Oliver Walker Kiro
Hacker

(Manager)

Very few have heard of the island Niue. It lies 2400 km northeast of New Zealand in the Pacific Ocean, and it
is the birthplace of Oliver Walker. He learnt to sail at an early age, and was always driven to learn,
experience new things, and find out how the world really works. It has always been important for him to
be�er himself, and show that he was skilled, especially if he could also demonstrate that he was be�er than
anyone else. He might have worse self-esteem, than he cares to admit.

Oliver got himself an edica�on in computer science, and did a bunch of hacking in his spare �me, which led
to him discovering the Organiza�on. He was promptly recruited. Everything went well, and Oliver got to
show his worth. He “pwned” (undermined) “n00bs” (democracies) 24/7 (within a reasonable work-week),
and discovered what interes�ng secrets central banks and states were hiding, not least the fun fact that
McDonalds and BMW helped the Soviet Union send the dog Laika into space.

With success came promo�on, and suddenly Oliver was a manager. One day he discovered that his boss had
died. Since that day Oliver has pretended to be his own boss. Not taht he knew what the Boss’ plan with the
Organiza�on actually was, but Oliver thinks he will figure it out soon. Despite of (perhaps because of) his
low self-esteem, he is very proac�ve, and perhaps a bit of a daredevil. Some idiots might find him slightly
annoying.

In the mean�me lots of things are going on, and there is s�ll lots to learn. So the point of it all will probably
emerge, but un�l then it is important to maintain the facade, and pretend that everything is under control.

Oliver has become fond of partying, par�cularly with one of the Organiza�ons Henchmen, Albert. They have
explored the night-life of Singapore, Cario, Boston, Glasgow and Mumbai, and submerged themselves in
drugs, dance and alcohol. They haven’t told anyone of how unprofessional they’ve been, cuz it’s pre�y
embarrasing. Even though doing lines on a Happy Meal is a blast.

Goal as a Head: All knowledge is zeroes and ones.
□ The Organiza�on must design an app as part of the assignment.

□ Oliver’s own AI must be included. It has free will, and free thought, but it’s much dumber than Oliver is
willing to admit

□ All communica�ons during the assignment must be done by Fax

Keywords: Partyboy, nerdy, overconfident, low self-
esteem, daredevil, cheerful, intelligent, a little
douchy, wants to digitize everything.
Unprofessional relations with: Albert



Wang Xiu
Chief of Staff

(Manager)

It is one thing how disciplined and intelligent you have to be, as a woman, to be educated and have a
career as a Chinese official, but Xiu is a bit beyond excep�onal. Not only did she manage that, she also
managed to manipulate a wide range of poli�cians as she advanced in the system. Everything happened as
she willed it. When she was approached by the Organiza�on in connec�on to a train construc�on project,
she jumped in head-first. Det was basically the same job she did before, but free of the communist party,
with markedly less sexism, and she could travel the en�re world on business class.

Everything about the organisa�on was fantas�c. Grand plans, control of the broad strokes, and a focus on
ge�ng things done. Xiu kept on advancing, got more major tasks, and was constantly challenged. She was
pleased, but not very surprised when she was made into a Manager. She had a feeling that she would soon
be introduced to the point of the Organiza�on, but then she found her boss, dead. Xiu decided to keep calm,
and has impersonated the leader ever since. The dead leader had a lot of tasks which included travel, so Xiu
has carried on sending people to weird places. That was probably the important bit.

She is a fundamentally chipper person, with a few spiteful tendencies. The Organiza�on gave her the
opportunity to take horrible vengeance on people who stepped on her over the years, and that kind of
jus�ce is always fun. All the while she s�ll has a bit of professionalism intact, and she does want to see
assignments succeed, and help her coworkers (most of the �me, at least)

One of Xiu’s strokes of genius was that she recruited the amazing journalist Aine Brennan Campbell, who
was actually on the verge of discovering the Organiza�on. They became close acquaintances, and then
accidentally took a trip to Disneyland Paris, on an overdrawn Organiza�on credit card. So it goes. It was
quite a blast though, so ever since they have covered each others’ tracks when purchasing various important
things (such as high fashion, belgian chocolate, a Tesla, a luxury apartment in Belgrade close to Tupac’s), all
paid by the Organiza�on. It is of course wrong and a bit embarrasing, but Xiu just had the need for a li�le
luxury, par�cularly a sample of a variety of stripclubs.

Goal as a Head: Everything is be�er in an inconvenient loca�on
□ Major parts of the task must take place in or near Antarc�ca

□Major parts of the task must take place in the grand wasteland Patagonia in South America

□ Major parts of the task must take place in Germany, some place far away from the highway, where the
wi-fi connec�on sucks

Keywords: Educated, muted sarcasm, disciplined,
vengeful, always willing to help, cultured,
conspicuous consumption, arrogant.
Unprofessional relations with: Aine.



Georgina Shahidi Pao
Empathic Controller

(Manager)

Georgina is born and raised in Long Beach on the west coast of the USA. Even from an early age she knew
she wanted to be a psychologist. As the child of a Cambodian and a Kurdish immigrant, she knew that her
best opportunity was to get the military to pay for it. A�er having worked as a military psychologist for a
couple of years, she changed tracks and became a “deprogrammer”, and helped people get out of cults. She
made the public statement that she helped people who thought they knew how the world works. Shortly
a�er she was recruited by the Organiza�on.

Georgina had the sense that the world wasn’t quite in order, and the Organiza�on kept confirming it to her.
People create their own meanings from what they see, so in the end it was completely irrelevant if anything
was in order. The important thing was to be there for other people, help them if you could, and make the
world a slightly be�er place. Then everything would be fine. Georgina’s zen-a�tude was very helpful about
five years ago, when she realized that her boss had died. Georgina started impersona�ng the boss, and
pretended that everything was fine in the organiza�on. She wasn’t quite sure of the point of the plans were,
but symbols and cultural references was obviously important.

So that is how Georgina carried on, filling plans with what she was, like, listening to at the �me, and was
fond of in general. She doesn’t take everything so seriously, even though she realizes that she depens on the
Organiza�on, and that it is fundamentally unstoppable. She is also op�mis�c, and keeps thinking that
everything will be fine, and the meaning will suddenly emerge one day.

Georgina is equal parts Zen and Cynical, so to just get a couple of breaks in her busy days, she has started
holding extra mee�ngs with the genius financial analyst Fazeela, who she recruited herself. They mostly
watch Ne�lix, eat cake, and take naps in spare rooms.

Goal as a Head: Symbols make the world go round

□ Refences to the text in one or more songs of the amazing Selena Gomez must be part of the
plan (pass the handout to a Henchman)

□ There must be references to the currently most popular memes, which obviously says a lot
about humanity and the collective unconscious

□ References to the truth (that the Organization actually controls the world), must be inserted
somewhere unimportant

Keywords: Disciplined, zen, empathic, cynic, loves
pop music, optimist, easy-going.
Unprofessional relations with: Fazeela.
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When in doubt, keep in mind:

* Play the assistant to highlight The Organization’s bullshit

* Encourage players to help build the world

* You can’t go wrong with jokes and complaining

Scneario Structure:

1. Introduction

1. Warmups - Round Robin

2. Warmups – Building thethe conspiracy map, and intro to the cards

3. Distribute roles

2. First Act

1. Three Meetings

1. The Heads’ Grand Design

2. The Managers’ avoiding responsibility

3. The planning of the henchmen

2. Perhaps one or two canteen scenes

3. First Detective Scene

3. Second Act

1. Three meetings

2. More cantine scenes (may now include manager in a scene)

3. Second detective scene

4. Third act

1. Three Meetings

2. More cantine scenes (may now include a Head)

3. Last meeting with the heads, where they trash as much of what has
happened as possible

Your tasks:

Warmups and game explanation // Play assistant in the meetings //
Present scenes if the players need inspiration.

GM Support sheet









Oliver
And
Albert

Aine
and
Xiu

Isabella
and

Chandler

Viktoria
and
James

Fazeela
and

Georgina

Oliver and Albert
often have wild
nights out, all
kinds of cool
places you haven’t
heard of,
involving lots of
drugs and booze

Aine and Xiu use
the Organization’s
credit cards to buy
various goods and
services (such as
luxury
apartments, high
fashion,
chocolate, cars,
etc)

Chandler and
Isabella are
having an affair
during work-
hours, where they
meet and enjoy
Indian food, South
American Wine,
and each other’s
company

Victoria and
James cover over
each other
‘borrowing’ stuff
from the
Organization,
mostly weird
artefacts and
invaluable art
pieces

Fazeela and
Georgina have a
lot of ‘meetings’,
where they hang
out, watch Netflix,
or take naps



Plot inspiration 

It may not be necessary, and I think you should try to come up with your own bad plans. However, 
here's some inspiration if needed: 

Alex Jones must sell InfoWars, find God, pay off all his debt, and publicly 
apologize for everything. 

The conflict of interest over Taiwan must be brought dangerously close to 
nuclear war. 

The tobacco harvest will fail. 

Montenegro's president will be replaced by a pro-alien doppelganger.

 A disease that is mildly irritating must be manufactured and disseminated.

All AI art must become links to the website of the nearest art museum. 

Evidence must be planted to cast doubt on the law of gravity. 

Chemtrails must include more vitamin C to prevent global scurvy. 

The next Olympics must be moved with short notice. 

Nostradamus will be demonstratively refuted in the tabloid press. 

Everyone will experience twice as many pop-ups on the internet, but with 
factual and potentially useful information. 

Political instability will become retro-cool. 

Grunge music targeting mothers specifically will become the new global 
cultural wave. 

The Incas' cultivation methods and fashion style must be rediscovered and 
used again for the benefit of the climate. 


